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Whalebone provides full control and protection of DNS communication 
and translation regardless of their size or complexity. 

The majority of organizations on the market at present still do not possess direct 
control over their DNS resolution, they also do not monitor DNS traffi c or secure 
this communication in any way. What’s more, 90% of malware uses DNS translation 
over the course of its life cycle. 
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Take full control 
of your DNS traff ic 
and secure your
network’s blind spot



1) Full control of DNS 
translation and access control: 
Thanks to the Whalebone 
resolver, Whalebone provides 
full control of DNS translation 
for organizations which until
now have relied on their 
internet provider for the 
translation of external 
domains. With Whalebone, 
they acquire their own 
management with the 
possibility of controlling 
the translation of individual 
domains from the level of the 
whole network to individual 
segments and endpoints, 
including the defi nition of 
their own whitelists and 
blacklists. 

Key benefi ts:

Complex security for DNS communication and its use 
in individual areas – use cases: 

With Whalebone, you’ll acquire the ability 
to manage and monitor DNS translation on 
an internal network from one place regardless 
of used applications. At the same time, you’ll 
secure this communication against threats 
that take advantage of vulnerabilities 
in DNS traffi c. It doesn’t matter whether you’re 
dealing with protection against compromised 
email communication, targeted phishing
campaigns, or harmful code on a network level. 

2) Full visibility of DNS communication & analysis and anomaly detection,  which provides solutions by placing the Whalebone 
resolver within the network, ideally between the endpoint and domain controller with the option of placing it from the DMZ 
up to the endpoint. This solution gives administrators full visibility all the way up to the level of the IP of individual devices 
and makes it possible to identify a device with problematic communication. Alerting makes administrators’ work easier by setting 
notifi cations when anomalies occur in DNS traffi c with the help of pre-defi ned alert templates, which focus on the security 
incident or operational problems within the infrastructure. The option of creating custom alerts is also included. 

3) Protection against phishing campaigns is carried out in several ways.  
The Whalebone Threat Intelligence database blocks access to sites that use phishing directly in real time, thus preventing 
the user from ever accessing the phishing sites. In cases of specifi c phishing created directly for a given organization that uses 
a domain that is similar to the client’s domain (e.g. the attacker uses a capital “i” instead of a small “L” in the domain 
“example-company.com”), such behavior can be intercepted automatically on the DNS level. 

If phishing does take place, the complex DNS traffi c overview makes it possible to fi nd out which device translated the fraudulent 
domain and thus provides basic information to launch the process of changing access data for users whose access data may have 
been compromised.  



4) DNS Firewall (for Offi ce 
365, Skype for Business 
and selected internal 
applications)    
For the Offi ce 365 service, 
Microsoft requires endpoints 
to be able to translate 
external domains and 
a fi ltered exception to
 a proxy. This request 
often disrupts the security 
architecture and security 
policy. 

Whalebone deals with these 
problems like a DNS Firewall, 
which is used for fi ltering 
communication and domains 
belonging to services such 
as Offi ce 365, Skype for Business or internal applications. These domains are directly translated via Whalebone, while the other 
external domains can be allowed only through a web proxy. This preserves the original purpose of the security policy and security 
architecture remains undisturbed. 

5) DNSSEC validation is crucial  to ensure the integrity and authenticity of responses to DNS queries leaving the network. In some 
cases, these are fundamental conditions for the protection of traffi c – primarily for ensuring confi dential email communication 
with selected partners. This applies to the communication of the company’s management on strategic matters with the mother 
organization, employees of the fi nancial division in communication with banks, research workers communicating with external 
partners, or employees of the legal division communicating with lawyers representing the company. By using DNSSEC validation, 
you can mitigate abuse of SMTP protocol vulnerability against a change in the MX record of the reply, which the mail server 
receives from the sender during a request for the IP address of the mail server that is receiving electronic mail, and prevent 
the sending of confi dential communication to the attacker. 

6) Protection against harmful code and harmful communication on a network level is ensured by 
blocking (changes of the reply to Whalebone’s blocking page) attempts to translate a problematic 
domain. This is done regardless of the phase of the harmful code’s life cycle that the given incident 
occurs in. This includes translation of a domain known for spreading malware, attempts
at downloading a portion of harmful code via a downloader or infector, and the communication 
of an infected device with a Command & Control server

7) Prevention against DNS Tunneling is a signifi cant element of DNS communication security 
in the area of protection against harmful code when malware uses only DNS translation without 
an additional application protocol for its communication (e.g. with a Command & Control server). 
In order for the harmful code to evade standard security technologies such as Next Generation 
Firewall (NGFW), web proxies, etc., it encodes its communication (e.g. base64), divides it and sends 
it through standard DNS queries. On NGFW, only valid traffi c for relevant domains is visible. 

At the same time, preventing DNS tunneling is important as prevention against data exfi ltration, 
in which DNS tunneling can be misused to extract sensitive information.  

8) Alerting & simplifying administrators’ work allows administrators to fully devote their capacity
to their primary activity and deal with real incidents that they are notifi ed of by a real-time alert. 
In the case of a lack of capacity, Whalebone may be left to carry out work on its own and 
automatically enforce security policies in DNS traffi c, allowing you to deal only with the short 
assessment of an automatic report sent by email. 



Integration options

Whalebone’s solution is usually integrated together with various operation and security technologies such as Active Directory, operation 
monitoring, helpdesk, SIEM, log management, anomaly detection system, Honeypot, endpoint security, and so forth.

Whalebone resolvers are designed so that the DNS translation itself is completely independent of the operation of other functions. 
Even in cases when some or all cloud services are unavailable, the function of DNS translation will not be affected and this critical 
service will continue to function. 

Whalebone technologies support both on-premise 
deployment and the use of cloud services. 

•     The on-premise resolver should be implemented primarily    
      to gain full visibility into DNS communication up to the level 
      of endpoint IP addresses and to heighten DNSSEC validation    
      security. 

•    The cloud resolver is more suitable for smaller organizations  
      that want to fully block threats in the whole network and have   
      an overview of DNS communication in their organization but 
      do not have their own infrastructure on which to run their    
      solution or the human resources to manage it

Both methods of deployment can be combined within one 
multi-tenant account (e.g. when larger organizations have selected 
branches or entities that carry out DNS translation at the provider 
but their central offi ce has its own resolvers or wants to run the 
given service on their internal network). 

Availability

Cloud vs. on-premise resolver



•        Immediate deployment:  DNS translators are the only    
          things that need to be confi gured. 
 

•        Zero administration costs.  Whalebone can work                      
          independently based on confi gured policies and, in cases  
          of insuffi cient internal capacity, sends automated reports  
          with intercepted incidents and threats.  

•        Absolute availability.  Availability is included in the                     
          solution’s design, which supports HA deployment without  
          affecting the cost of the solution. 

•        Not dependent on platforms No agent installation is
          necessary for endpoints; functions the same for all   
          operating systems.      
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